In the Name of Allah, Most Gracious, Most Merciful

Global Environment
By Irshad Mahmood – Director, Global Right Path

Everybody dreams to have their Ideal Sweet Home, Ideal Sweet Street, Ideal Sweet Town, Ideal Sweet
City/Village, Ideal Sweet Province/State, Ideal Sweet Country and Ideal Sweet Global World. It is totally upon
the people how they want to decorate it (Ref: Al_Quraan_013:011), which needs big huge budgets. If a person
individually tries his best to keep clean his house but the neighbor is having mountain of extremely dirty and
stinky garbage, he will not be able to live happily. Same is true for Streets, Town, Cities/Villages,
Provinces/States, and Countries. We live in a Global Village and we need to work together for Global
Environment very clean by all means. Cancers and many dangerous diseases are spreading due of huge
polluted environment around the globe. Global Climates are unbalanced and many parts of the world are having
extreme weather, which is destroying their home, businesses etc.
We talk a lot about it but might miss many things. We need to make a list big or small, which is increasing living
cost of people as well as increasing burden on government as well. As an example, if smoking is allowed in
public places and meeting, not only the person might get sever sick but those who are second hand smoke
(never smoked), are getting cancerous disease, which is increasing their cost of living on them, as well as on
the government hospital bills. It is good that many developed countries already banned smoking in public
places, office building etc., BUT it will be great, if they also ban smoking in all residential areas (buildings,
apartments, houses) as well where any single non-smokers lives there specially kids under 18 or sick
people who have cancerous, heart or other complex diseases. This will help reduce big hospital expenses,
which could be saved.
Global environment gets polluted when people wage wars against others for nothing, as an example when US
went on false allegation on Iraq on 19-March-2003 behind weapons of mass destruction, which they never found
and destroyed many homes and businesses by bombing depleted uranium bomb in huge numbers which
causes increase in radiations enormously causing many cancerous diseases around the middle east region.
Global People must get Hygienically Clean Basic Needs which includes from water, food, clothing and shelters
etc.
Animal rights must be observed throughout the Global World, keeping in mind human life has highest priority
and some animals are for foods to human.
Plants and Trees rights must be observed throughout the Global World, keeping in mind human life has highest
priority and many plants and trees provide foods (fruits, vegetables, herbs etc.) to human.
Lands right must be observed throughout the Global World, keeping in mind human life has highest priority.
Ponds, Rivers and Oceans right must be observed throughout the Global World, keeping in mind human life has
highest priority.
Sky/Space right must be observed throughout the Global World in a balanced way, keeping in mind human life
has highest priority.
To avoid wars/clashes which pollute Global Environment most, there must be open and fair referendum under
International Independent Election Commission. If group of people want separate city, province, state or country
etc., they must get it with true love.
First step to do this is to educate people around the world. Media must play an active role on promoting those
types of cartoons, movies, dramas, which educate Global People to do their part on environment clean to
Heavenly Earth.
We cannot clean our Global Environment unless we forgive each other and work together by helping each other,
with true love (Ref: Al_Quraan_041:034).
We must avoid loans, avoid waste and stop greediness as much as possible keeping in mind how much
is too much to help stabilized the our Heavenly Earth (Ref: Al_Quraan_009.060, 025.063-067).

We all need to help as much as we can to build our Heavenly Earth for the better future for our kids, only then
we can hope that our kids will have the fruits of it and will pray for us. Educate yourself including your kids
and keep your knowledge up to date according to time, as much as possible without wasting a minute. If
you have good knowledge then teach others or share with others for free if possible (Ref: Al_Quraan_096.001005).
It is totally impossible to fix Global Environment, when Global Poverty is on the rise, more and more
people are being laid off, and prices are sky rocketing. Rich are becoming EXTREMELY rich and poor are
becoming SEVERELY poor and are about to die. Perhaps what we have seen so far could be like the tip of an
iceberg and the rest would come later. We need to build Whole New World by changing Global System
together.
We must need to be open minded and join together to bring ideas from anywhere i.e. Bible (Old Testament
{Torah}) + New Testament {Gospel}), Vedas, Bhagavad Gita, Quraan, Sutras, Science etc. and present it to
people to fix Global System to save humanity to build Whole New World like Heavenly Earth.
Think of old time ten organizations in which one thousands of employees working in each organization. Then
came industrialization and heavy machinery and robots took places of human. Naturally many of the workers got
Layoff and are off the jobs. Initially these Businesses thought that they will save lots of money by Laying off
those workers, but did not realize that those were also customers of other industries as well. BUT due to Layoff,
they don’t have enough money now to buy, so in reality those businesses lost their customers as well by Laying
off their employees. This is just a simple example to start understanding the consequences which could be
much better if we think about saving the humanity. Yes, industrialization and robotics are very good but we need
to start thinking DIFFERENTLY to save the humanity to build Whole New World. There could be many projects
we can collectively initiate at Global Level to provide those laid off workers. Remember: Layoff means more
Poverty and more Crime, unless Employer must have been provided to lay off people guaranteed
alternate options for their survivals. Services cut down at Hospitals means danger to our health,
Services cut down at Fire Station or Police means our life/security is in more danger etc.
People do not have any plant/tree which grows money, since Money does not grow in any plant/tree.
Money is not a concern for the Global Environment, but it is the Global System, which needs to be fixed.
It is not the Wealth (Gold or Silver) or Power which could save the Global World from Global Recession. Allah
seized Qaroon, Pharaoh, and Hamaan and many more, for their crime against humanity and nothing could save
them including their wealth, power or people etc. (Ref: Al_Quraan_029:039). World didn’t end there, but even
without their wealth and power, it had re-developed.
Locally I am Sorry Globally YES we can Recover Global World with 100% Guaranteed upon FULL
support from Global People, Inshaa Allah (by God willing).
I invite you all to join this Noble Mission and invite others to joint it to save the humanity without any
discrimination of religion, race, color, gender, language or nationality etc.
It will be a Great Global Charity to save Global Humanity.
Thinking locally while living in Global World will not save our Global World.
Repeatedly Relying on the Same Corrupt or Incompetent Person will NOT Change the Fortune of a Nation or Global
World. Do not even think to try to re-appoint those who were failed to protect the corruptions in the land.

Neither I am a singer nor a poet
Rather an activist for the Whole New World
No one can fix the world alone
Together, we will achieve our Heavenly Goal
NO CLOSE DOOR MEETINGS & NO HIDDEN SECRET AGENDA
WORLD HAS ENOUGH TO FEED BUT NOT GREED
Read Al-Quraan, the Miracle of Miracles and free from contradictions and errors
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